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Abstract

Our study focused on online faculty members and their perceptions of the strategies and activities they use to promote progress for and motivation in their online graduate students, particularly at the dissertation/doctoral study phase of the program. Results show high-achieving faculty members vary their strategies according to each students’ needs. High-achieving faculty members reach out to students often, offer encouragement throughout the process, and establish realistic goals.
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Introduction

Starting in March 2020, the incidence of COVID-19 in the United States resulted in the immediate shift to online learning by institutions of higher education, many of which were not offering much in terms of online learning before this period. Such a change impacted a variety of fields at all levels of learning, from undergraduates to graduate and doctoral programs. Several researchers have discussed how different institutions and disciplines have innovated to address the challenges of their fields, including those involving the more hands-on approach of training not typically conducted online (Bohan & Perrotta, 2020; Sayyd et al., 2020; Taylor et al., 2020). In fact, Taylor et al. (2020) discussed these changes in terms of needing to learn and communicate in new ways and emphasized how quickly the response was needed to innovate new teaching and learning strategies. This involved adaptation to, among other challenges, building competency in faculty to “transfer all the student’s support and mentorship activities from fully face to face to a fully online platform” (p. 76).
Because online doctoral mentoring can encompass many components, including advising, modeling, encouraging, promoting, and guiding students through the research process (Kumar & Coe, 2017), faculty members need to use mentorship strategies effectively to enhance students’ levels of motivation toward degree completion. However, online faculty members may experience difficulties in providing mentorship in online learning contexts (Kumar & Coe, 2017) since they most likely received mentoring in their graduate studies through face-to-face interactions. As a result, faculty members may need to adjust their mentoring strategies when working with online versus traditional, on-ground learners. Further, institutions may need to provide professional development opportunities that help faculty members acquire effective mentoring skills. For example, Kumar and Johnson (2017) proposed that:

The use of multiple technologies to mentor research and communicate with students; negotiation of expectations for drafts and updates; implementation of clear structures for online mentoring and dissertation procedures; and provision of timely feedback, psychosocial support, and exemplars of quality writing in the online environment can create a dissertation experience to facilitate mentees’ growth, autonomy, and successful dissertation completion. (pp. 219–220)

Since faculty members may not have been explicitly taught how to provide effective virtual mentoring approaches, institutions need to consider how best to support faculty members in their development of these skills. One option could be for institutions to provide workshops or symposia to faculty members who are new or in the process of transitioning to chair online doctoral students. Mahsood et al. (2018) found that various professional development opportunities were perceived positively by faculty members in enhancing their professional practices and teaching skills. Steinert et al. (2016) further discovered that faculty development initiatives were not only perceived positively by faculty members but also resulted in their increased levels of effective educational practices, enthusiasm, and self-confidence. Moreover, due to the complexities associated with mentoring, faculty members may need to reflect on what strategies may be most effective in connecting with their online mentees. Reflective practitioners can adopt “a reflective stance toward their practice as a means of ongoing professional development” (Kayapinar, 2016, p. 1672). This, in turn, may result in faculty members using reflective practices to continually improve their mentorship approaches. By restructuring their perceptions of the mentoring process, faculty members may be able to support their mentees better as they progress through their dissertation research, and they may be able to assist students in acquiring higher levels of self-confidence in their ability to conduct future research. Through this type of mentorship approach, students may be more motivated to continually make dissertation progress and successfully complete their doctoral studies.

Our present research was a follow-up study to one conducted in spring, 2018 that focused on students and their perceptions of how online faculty members supported and motivated their progress in the dissertation/doctoral study phase of their online graduate program. Conversely, this study focused on faculty members and their perceptions of the strategies and activities they use to promote progress for and motivation in their online graduate students, particularly at the dissertation/doctoral study phase of the program.

Supporting Motivation

Motivation can be either extrinsic (externally focused) or intrinsic (internally focused). Ryan and Deci considered intrinsic motivation to be a more powerful motivator for keeping students engaged and making progress on their academic pursuits (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Motivation can change (between intrinsic and extrinsic) over time; however, research continues to demonstrate that intrinsic motivation is a powerful factor for keeping a doctoral student from dropping out or not making progress (Templeton, 2016; Thunborg et al., 2013).
When people are intrinsically motivated, they enjoy engaging in learning activities. These behaviors then have an internal perceived locus of causality—coming from internal sources rather than external sources (deCharms, 1968). This motivation fuels one’s interest and autonomy, which is central to promote a learner’s progress and development (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Flavell, 1999). Deci and Ryan’s (1985) Self-Determination Theory was used as the framework for our study to examine the research questions listed. The constructs of autonomy (choice), competence (ability), and relatedness (connectedness) were used to create the survey items used in data collection.

The purpose of our study was to investigate virtual faculty strategies to support online doctoral students’ motivation to continue in the program and, ultimately, graduate.

**Method**

**Design**

The methodology for our study was an exploratory case study (Yin, 2003), which was appropriate as it examines the perceptions and rich experiences of those in the case (Yin, 2014). For our study, the case is virtual faculty members who serve as chairs on dissertation/doctoral committees for online doctoral students at two different online universities. The two different localities of participants provided a single case for collecting data, but each university is considered its own subcase as they are slightly dissimilar and from a different participant pool of faculty members. Additionally, we used a combination qualitative questionnaire and quantitative survey to collect the data (see the Appendix). We used both open-ended (qualitative) items that required participants to write out their responses and Likert-scale items (quantitative) that were analyzed descriptively. The data from each part of the instrument were triangulated to produce the findings to answer the two research questions.

**Research Question 1:** How do virtual faculty members support motivation (i.e., autonomy, competence, and relationships) of online doctoral students?

**Research Question 2:** How do virtual faculty members act as mentors to online doctoral students?

**Institution A**

University A is a large, private, for-profit, online university offering degrees ranging from bachelor’s to doctoral degrees. Graduate students comprise approximately 75% of the student population. Many of the university’s students are working professionals who are balancing professional, personal, and academic demands. Faculty members are trained practitioners in their fields and are experienced online educators, but they are also trained by the university on best practices for online teaching as new and continuing faculty members. The university faculty members possess academic and industry credentials that allow for the inclusion of practical examples into their program curriculum.

**Institution B**

University B is a not-for-profit institution that consists of eight campuses, which include seven on-ground campuses and an online campus. The online campus contains the largest student enrollment at the university. Approximately 79% of the student population are graduate students. Many university students are working professionals who are balancing professional, personal, and academic demands. Similarly, the faculty members at Institution B are trained practitioners who possess professional experiences outside of academia that they incorporate into their courses. Online faculty members who teach in doctoral programs at the institution are required to complete trainings focused on best practices in online teaching and mentoring dissertation students.
Both institutions in which data were collected for our study have supported online doctoral students for more than 40 years, so these faculty respondents were likely familiar with the particular needs of online doctoral students.

**Participants**

**Institution A.** The sample came from the participant pool of a large, American-based, online university population consisting of students and faculty members. Faculty members who opted in to become participants received a login and password and were then able to participate in research studies posted to the site. The online survey was accessed via a link on the website to faculty members currently in the participant pool. Monthly emails were sent to all participant pool enrollees as a way to encourage participants to take part in the research being conducted. The participant pool site was open to any U.S. adult, but it was only advertised on the large, for-profit university site pages to increase the chance that the participants were faculty members of that university. The survey link was also featured in various institutional faculty newsletters.

**Institution B.** The participants in our study included faculty members from the institution’s Online Campus. Participants represented faculty members from six different online doctoral programs of study. For our study, online faculty members were contacted to participate in the study and were provided an electronic survey link. This institution does not offer a participant pool for research.

**Data Collection**

The data collection began just before the pandemic in the United States (approximately March, 2020 in most states) but continued through the first several months of the pandemic (from December, 2019 until April, 2020). All responding faculty members were established in their online teaching even though, for many faculty members at many universities across the United States transitioning to online courses was new and sudden. There were 16 participants from each institution (32 in total). All faculty participants were fully online faculty members and served as a chair/mentor for at least one online doctoral student in the dissertation/doctoral study phase of an online doctoral program; this was verified through background questions to ensure that the participants met the criteria for participation.

The faculty participants in both institutions were a mix of both full-time and part-time faculty members. Participation in the online surveys was completely voluntary, and no incentives were provided for completion.

**Instrument**

The survey was a combination of Likert-scale items (very, somewhat, slightly, not at all) where participants were asked to indicate their level of agreement with the given statement. The survey included open-ended items where participants were asked follow-up questions and to give more details regarding their own experiences. Statements included perceptions of thoughts on their ability to support student progress, motivate student progress, establish positive working relationships with students, and mentor students. The survey included 20 items.

Initial items were included to ensure that participants met the criteria to participate:

1. What is your role at the university? (student, faculty)
2. If faculty, do you work with doctoral (EdD, PhD, or EdS) students in a fully online program?
3. If yes, do you work with students during the doctoral study/dissertation/capstone phase?
4. Do you serve as the chair for online students during the doctoral study/dissertation/capstone phase?
5. If no, thank you for your willingness to participate, but this study focuses on faculty who serve as chairs for online doctoral students during the doctoral study/dissertation/capstone phase of the program.

The survey was expected to take 10–15 minutes to complete. The full survey can be found in the Appendix. The findings for each research question are presented in the next section.

Findings

Based on the responses, most faculty participants seemed to be highly confident in their skills to support online doctoral students with the dissertation/doctoral study. Many faculty participants mentioned their numerous years of experience (most reported 10–30 years) serving as a chair for online doctoral students. Similarly, many participants stated that they had served as the chair for numerous students who had successfully graduated (some reported as many as 100+ students who graduated). Altogether, most of the faculty participants seemed highly skilled in their work as a virtual mentor for online doctoral students.

The results of each research question (1 and 2) are presented below in Table 1. Note that although the choices “somewhat” and “not at all” were offered for Likert-scale items, these were not selected for any item.

Table 1. Survey Results for Faculty Likert-Scale Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Item</th>
<th>Institution A (n)</th>
<th>Institution B (n)</th>
<th>Total (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidence in their ability to provide support to students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to motivate students in their progression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive working relationship with students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skillset level to mentor students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outreach level for students who stop making progress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodating students to motivate them</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of chair to support progress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. n = 32 (n = 16 for each institution)
Research Question 1 asked, how do virtual faculty members support motivation (i.e., autonomy, competence, and relationships) of online doctoral students? When asked how faculty members support their student’s motivation to make progress, respondents stated that they developed a relationship with the student through personal connections, which may develop trust in the student’s perception of the faculty member to support their progress to completion. When asked “To what extent do you feel you have the ability to...” for the following Likert-scale items, most mentioned they felt very (n = 30) or somewhat (n = 2) confident that they can develop a positive working relationship with their students. When asked to what extent they make themselves available to students, most said they believed they do so to a very (n = 29) or somewhat (n = 3) great extent.

Most stated they will customize the strategies that each student needs to feel supported. Faculty members reported that some students may need weekly video chats while others need encouraging text messages or emails. However, these high-functioning faculty members have enough autonomy and feelings of competency in their own skills to offer what is needed to support each student. In this way, faculty members declared they use an individualized approach to match the various academic needs and life situations of their students. When asked if they accommodated students and motivated them, faculty members responded that they do this to a very (n = 24) or somewhat (n = 8) great extent. Faculty members also indicated that they acknowledged students’ feelings and provided positive reinforcement to motivate students forward in their research.

There was some differentiation in results between institutions A and B in the areas of having the skillset required to mentor students (Institution A: very = 16; Institution B: very = 9, somewhat = 7), and confidence in their ability to provide support to students (Institution A: very = 16; Institution B: very = 8, somewhat = 8).

Research Question 2 asked, how do virtual faculty members act as mentors to online doctoral students?

Many faculty members stated that they encourage their students to break down the dissertation process into small, observable, manageable goals and gave advice to students on how to manage their feelings and emotions toward the research process. When appropriate, faculty members also provided students additional resources and encouraged students to receive additional feedback from their dissertation committee members.

The two faculty respondents who rated somewhat on motivating students’ progress stated they could do more to ensure students were moving forward. All others mentioned various things they do to motivate students’ progress, such as establishing a positive working relationship with students by connecting with them (e.g., through humor, telling students stories about their own experiences as a student, and being encouraging). Other strategies, such as taking an interest in the students’ lives (i.e., showing students that faculty members care) and through regular communication were also mentioned by faculty members.

Working to develop the students’ competency is also crucial to promoting motivation to progress. Providing timely feedback was mentioned by most faculty members as a factor in how they support students’ progress. This feedback approach also promotes a positive working relationship between the students and faculty members. Additionally, having high expectations (i.e., expecting tasks done well and timely) and providing resources as needed also helps the students develop their own competency.

When asked “what might help you expand your skills as a mentor?” many faculty members said that additional training on this topic as well as other specific areas (e.g., quantitative skills) would be helpful. Others mentioned a desire to be a part of an online forum or space where colleagues could share tips about how to support doctoral students. Several faculty members cited that being shadowed by a senior colleague who could act as a mentor for them (not a supervisor) would also be helpful; the faculty member then could get feedback on how they are supporting their students without feeling like they were being evaluated.
Discussion

Developing a Positive Working Relationship

As students are developing their own competency during the dissertation/doctoral study phase, they must rely on the competency of the faculty member to help them work through the research study. As the students make progress and achieve key milestones (e.g., passing the proposal), they feel more and more confident in the faculty chair and begin to develop their own feelings of competency about their research skills. As the relationship develops and the students continue to make progress in the study, the students’ motivation continues to grow. With pain points (e.g., third member rejects the document), the chair must continue to nurture the relationship by positively encouraging the student. This positive encouragement not only nurtures the relationship between the chair and student but also further develops the students’ perceptions of their own competency in research skills (Rademaker et al., 2016). Many faculty members stated that they provided student support by sharing their own research experiences and allowing students to share their frustrations throughout the process. This develops a positive working relationship between the chair and student. Many faculty members also indicated that they help provide reasonable expectations and smaller, more manageable tasks for the student to promote the students’ competency. This further influences the positive working relationship between the chair and student. These findings directly illustrate the constructs of relationship and competency found in the Deci and Ryan’s Self-Determination Theory (1985).

Developing the Student’s Competency

Many of these faculty members mentioned that they feel and demonstrate their autonomy by using the ability to change their strategies to provide support based on the student’s needs. Many faculty respondents stated a desire to learn more and even be shadowed by a mentor faculty member to get feedback on their skills. This reflective attitude demonstrates the high-quality respondents as well as a desire to successfully support students in this endeavor. These findings illustrate the framework’s construct of faculty autonomy in the process of developing student competency.

Conclusion

High attrition rates for doctoral programs across all academic disciplines continue to be a concern (Litalien & Guay, 2015), particularly for online learning modalities (Deshpande, 2017). Students may decide to discontinue their doctoral studies because of their dissertation chair’s capabilities and the challenges that they experience in conducting their research (Andrews, 2016). Dissertation chairs have an important role in guiding their mentees in their dissertation studies. However, Mirick et al. (2020) stated that “little is known about the process of becoming a chair, chairs’ understanding of this role and their relationships with students, the scope of the role, and the ways these beliefs may be consistent or different from chair to chair” (p. 155).

For Further Research

To better understand how faculty members can support their online learners in the dissertation process, further research can be conducted on student perceptions of how mentor faculty members support their motivation through specific guidance (e.g., feedback, tasks, communication, etc.). For example, do students feel unmotivated when they receive faculty feedback on their need to revise their original study and research ideas? Particularly, researchers can examine student performance and feelings of motivation during the dissertation stage. Rademaker et al. (2016) shared that dissertation students often have a difficult time realizing and understanding that the dissertation is a process. Moreover, students completing their doctoral program online are more likely to feel isolated; however, student motivation is a critical determinant particularly during this stage of their program for them stay connected (relatedness) and progress (Sverdlik &
Yet, dissertation chairs may experience difficulties in guiding their students and preparing them for the transition from student to independent scholar (Pifer & Baker, 2016).

Mirick et al. (2020) postulated that faculty members and students often have different perspectives on why students decide to discontinue their doctoral studies. As such, additional research needs to be conducted on better understanding how dissertation chairs can support students throughout their dissertation and developing an understanding of why students fail to complete their degrees. Further, because participants at each of the institutions we studied were required to complete slightly different faculty training, researchers could also investigate how these types of trainings possibly influence mentorship approaches. Additionally, researchers could also investigate the influence of programs offered at institutions, such as faculty mentorship programs in which novice and veteran chairs are partnered for professional development.

Other research using self-determination theory as a framework may include focusing more on autonomy and how a loss of a feeling of autonomy (from the student’s perspective) may negatively influence feelings of motivation. Such a study will further the research already conducted to balance both autonomy and ensure the feasibility and rigor needed for the capstone deliverable. Additionally, research involving autonomy and its influence on faculty and how their motivation to support their students while adhering to university guidelines, policies, and other committee members’ feedback influence their motivation to support students is needed. Such an investigation can also include examining if such loss of faculty autonomy also influences their motivation to stay in the profession or position.

Other research might focus on training courses specifically focused on mentoring faculty. Programs might include partnering novice and veteran chairs to share thoughts and ideas on how best to support students. Both new and long-standing faculty members may ultimately benefit from such a partnership, which may influence feelings of motivation to remain in the field and position. Ultimately, faculty members have shown that the successful mentoring of doctoral students requires a variety of strategies that involve building positive working relationships with and developing students’ competency to complete their programs. Supporting online doctoral students’ motivation to progress and, ultimately, graduate is key to serving students and higher education at large to develop future scholars for positive social change.
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Appendix

Please select the most appropriate answer for how you feel currently.

1. To what extent do you feel you have the ability (i.e., skills/knowledge) to support students’ progress on their dissertation/doctoral study? (very, somewhat, slightly, not at all)
2. Why or why not? (open-ended comment box)
3. To what extent do you feel you motivate your students’ progress on their dissertation/doctoral study? (very, somewhat, slightly, not at all)
4. How so? (open-ended comment box)
5. To what extent do you feel you work to establish a positive working relationship with your students? (very, somewhat, slightly, not at all)
6. In what ways do you work to establish a working relationship with your student? (open-ended comment box)
7. To what extent do you feel you have the skills to mentor online doctoral students? (very, somewhat, slightly, not at all)
8. What training (if any) have you received focused on mentoring online dissertation students? Please describe. (open-ended comment box)
9. What might be helpful for you to expand your skills as an online mentor? (e.g., additional training, a faculty mentor for other faculty, etc.) (open-ended comment box)
10. When a student in which you are chairing seems to slow down or stop making progress, to what extent do you purposefully reach out to the student to check on their motivation? (very, somewhat, slightly, not at all)
11. What else do you do to support a student whose motivation seems hindered? Please describe. (open-ended comment box)
12. How do you support your students when they seem to be frustrated? (open-ended comment box)
13. To what extent are you flexible in your support of each student to accommodate their needs to stay motivated and progress? (very, somewhat, slightly, not at all)
14. How so? (open-ended comment box)
15. To what extent do you make yourself available to your students in order to support their progress on their doctoral study? (very, somewhat, slightly, not at all)
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